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From February 9 through February 15 (week 1 of my contract) I was
on vacation. In the fol.lowing two week: period from February 1.6
through Mar-ch (week¢s; 19 and 20), I prepared and gave a briefing
for -the NRC, conti nued working on the user's manLial for my thermal

analysis codes, and reviewed an ONWI report on waste package
bu c k 1 .i rng design criteria.

NRC BRIEFING

On February 26 I ave a briefing to NRC staff and consultants which

summarized the work I have done nder this contract to date. It
included a discussion of the steps I have gone through to transfer
the codes I developed at Aerospace to the NIH IBM 37() computer, which
NRC uses under an Interagency agreement. In this area I described my

use of the Crosstalk commulnications pr-cgram, the NIH command language/
editor, WYLBUR, and NIH Job Control Language (JCL). I reported that
I have transfered all of these codes, completed preliminary checks
on all of the thermal codes, and that I am almost finished with the-
user s minual for the thermal codes.

Following this I discussed my analysis of a decay heat curve based
on the wor-k of Roddy and co-workers at Oak Ridge. My preceding activity

report describes this analysis in detail. The principal purpose of
the analysis was to obtain approx:imate values for the decay rtes of
the exponential functions which are used by the program OFIT2 to fit
the decay heat curve. Using OFIT2 to adjust the five decay rates
I obtained in the analysis I was able to fit the decay heat curve
from Turkey oint PWR spent fuel to within 5 which is well within
the accuracy of the curve itself. During the discussion of the
analysis Tim Johnson asked me to check the heat contribution from
Sr-90 relative to Y--90 10 years after fuel removal. I have checked
the OIGEN2 output and found that the Y-90 contibution is approximately
five times that of Sr-90.

I ended my briefing with a summary of the key points of the recent
WIF' waste package reliability analysis by Yung and Terry at Hanford.

I reported sever-al significant changes from the analysis in their
Environmental Assessment, including the addition of a waste package

thermal history calculation using HEATING5, several changes/additions
in the radionuclides in the transport calculations, and the addition
of an analysis of the problem of radionuclide eakage through the
end plug of the borehole. 87165318
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I was pleased by the large amount of interest shown by the NRC staff
in my work. The briefing, questions and ensuing discussions consumed
over an hour and will provide direction and a stimulus for my future effort

Fol lowing my briefi ng Ken Stephens discussed his strategies for
approaching the problem of predicting releases from the engineered
barriers. During his report Ken and I discussed various alt.ernatives
for approac:hing this probl].em including the use of an analytical code
similar to TEMP to determine the distribution of the releases around
the perimeter of the repository. This would enable us to determine
i-f the mixing cell approximation which Sandia is using to describe
the release from the repository is valid. We also discussed probabilistic
methods for predicting engineered barrier releases. It appears that
there are two possible ways to include uncertainty in the waste
package failure time in the release rate. The first is the BWIF
method in which the convolLtion integral of the waste package
fai l..ire probability are release rate as a unction o- time is calculated.
A second possible method would be to sample from the waste package
fail ure probabi 1 i ty di stri buti on to obtain a fai 1 ure time and use
this to determine the starting time for the radionuclide release
rate cal cul at i on . The second method could be used in conj unction
with an analytical transport code which took into account the differences
in the locations of the packages and coulci predict the distribution
o-f releases within or around the perimeter of the repository.
Such calculations are not practi cal with finite element transport
codes sch as BWIP s CHAINT because they would consume an extemely
large amount of computer time.

THERMAL CODE USER' S MNUL

Before leaving on vacation I sent the -first four sections of the
thermal code User's manual to the typist. These sections include
an Introductions the Thermal nalysis Methodology Structure, the
Structure and Use of FIT2, and the Structure and se of TEMP and
TEMPH. I began the last section on the Compilation of a esponse
Surface Data Base during week 20 and hope to complete it by thte
end of week :22.

REVIEW OF ONWI BUCKLING CRITERIA

At the end of week 20 I reviewed a recent report entitled Buckl:ing
Design Criteria for Waste Package Disposal Containers in Mi ned Salt
Repositories" (BMI/ONWI-597, December 196) which was prepared for
ONWI by Robert H. Mallet of Swanson Associates. This report is
significant because it is the first report I have seen from DOE or
its contractors which discusses this subject. If you recall we
suggested that the slt project examine buckling as a possible failure
mode in our comments on the Davis Canyon draft Environmental
Assessment and included a sample calculation. This report examines
the theory and experimental data on buckling in detail and can be
considered to be a good response to our comments whether or- not it
is intended as such.



Most previous DOE reports have appeared to be rather vague on the
subject of container failure mechanisms/criteria. Some reports have
stated that corrosion allowances were cal cul ated Ui ng the methods
in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, while others have used
the point at which the ambient hydrostatic or lithostatic pressure
pressure produces yielding. None of the r-eports I have reviewed have
described details regarding a -failure mode and its phases. This
report contains a clear description of the collapse of thick:-walled
cylinders similar to high level waste containers based on experimental
-tests. The following four- phases are identified:

1) Elastic - Maximum elastic stress(hoop) occurs at the inside radius.
Yield first ccurs there as outside pressure increases.

2) Elasto--Plasti - As pressure is further increased, the plastic region
increases in radius.

3.) lastic - The entire cross section undergoes axisymmetric deformation.
The amount by which the pressure can be increased during
this phase depends on material strain hardening.

4) Collapse - The cylinder begins to ovalize ad eventually collapses.
The collapsed cross-section has two elliptical lobes.
somewhat like a figure .

In the report, data on the collapse loads of cylinders subject to
external pressure is compared with values predicted by the classi.c
formulas for elastic, elasto-plastic and plastic buckling (e.g.
Timoshenko and Gere, "Theory of Elastic Stability", McGraw Hill, 1961).
To determine which formul a applies, the associated hoop stress
must be examined to determine if it is below the yield stress of the
material. If so, that mode (i.e. elastic, elasto-plastic Or plastic
is a possible failure mode. Both theory and experifment indicate that
elasto-plastic and plastic failure modes are possible for thick-
walled cylinders with dimensions similar to those of salt repository
waste contaainers crrenItly under consideration. However, the hoop
stress associated with elastic: buckling exceeds the yield stress,
consequently this formula is riot applicable to such containers.
It is concluded that elastic buct kling can only Occur in containers
with arcqer radius to thickness ratios.

In the time available since receiving it I have not had an
opportunity to do a detailed, in depth review of this report. I
hope to do this in the future, and I would like to apply
the approach out l i ned in the study to basal t and tuff containers
and also examine the possible effects of decrease in thickness due to
corrosion on the collapse mode and pressure. Our current methodol ogy
for waste package performance assessment does not have a model for
waste package structural fai lure. Instead, we use the "corrosion
allowance" assigned by the DOE projects. The methods outlined in
this report could provide the basis for a container structural
model, which could be included as a subroutine in CONVO, our
main computer program for predicting the failure probabili ty
of waste packa:age containers ad convolved release rates., However,
it my not be possible to do this before the end of my current
contr-act.


